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Introduction

Proactive inhibition (PI) occurs when previously learned material
interferes with the retention or recall of later material.

Proactive

inhibition may be operationally defined according to the following
paradigms

t

*

Experimental Groups Learn list A, Learn list B, Recall B
Control Groups

Rest,

Learn list B, Recall B

If both groups learned list B equally well, but the experimental group
performed worse in recalling list B than the control group, it is because
the learning of list A proactively interfered with the retention or recall
of list 3.

This forward acting interference of list A on the retention or

recall of list B is PI,

The only known factor responsible for PI is

response competition, i.e., several responses are vying for recall,

As a

result, in experiments on PI, items presented during prior learning often
intrude during recall of original learning.

If list

A and B are learned

in the same experiment, then the intrusions from A in the recall of B are
termed interlist intrusions.

Items not presented during the experimental

session and intruding at recall are termed extralist intrusions.
Short-term memory (STM) has been defined "as memory over intervals up
to five minutes*' (Melton, 1963),

However, most retention intervals employed

in STM studies have been less than 30 sec,, as are the ones cited in this
paper.

One type of STM trial involves the presentation of an item and its

recall after a retention interval of seconds.

Then on the next trial, the

same procedure is employed except that a different item is presented and
recalled.

In STM studies, PI occurs when earlier presented items interfere

with the retention or recall of items presented later.

Proactive inhibition as an important factor in short-term forgetting,
as measured by a recall test, was first demonstrated in a series of
studies by Keppel and Underwood (1962).

Their results showed a decline in

the probability of recalling an item as a function of the increase in the
number of previously presented items.

In one of their experiments, in

which an 18-sec. retention interval was employed, there was a decline in
the proportion of items recalled over six trials.

In a follow-up study.

Loess (1964) also found a sharp decline in the probability of recall over
the first few trials for 3-, 9-, 18-, and 27-sec. retention intervals.
However, with an extended number of trials the recall function began to
rise slightly.

In addition. Loess found that 70% of the errors were

interlist intrusions, 77% of which came from the immediately preceding
items in the series.
Proactive inhibition varies inversely with the length of the inter
trial interval (ITI).

The ITI is the interval between the end of the

recall period of one item and the presentation of the next item.

It has

been found that PI decreases as the length of the ITI increases.

Peter

son and Gentile (1965) found that a greater proportion of consonant-vowelconsonant trigrams were recalled, per trial, with a 12-sec. ITI than with
a 1-sec. ITI for both a 3- and 9-sec. retention interval.

Also, letters

which were recalled in their correct position within trigram n-1 intruded
less frequently in the recall of n for the 12-sec. than for the 1-sec. ITI.
Likewise, Loess and Waugh (1967) using word (WWW) trigrams found that PI
varies inversely with the ITI.

Specifically, those STM trials having an

ITI of 120 sec. or longer showed no significant drop in the probability of
recalling a trigram across six trials.

However, ITIs of 0, 15, 30, and

60 sec. all showed a significant drop in the probability of recall.

In

addition, an error analysis indicated that the proportion of intrusions
from previous WWW trigrants decreased as the ITI increased.
These findings (Loess & Waugh, 1987) have been partially replicated
in a pilot study by the present author using WWW trigrams.

The results

showed a significant drop in the probability of recalling a trigrara across
trials when the ITI equaled .5 sec.

However, with a 180-sec. unfilled

Ixl, there was no significant drop in the probability of recall.

Moreover,

an error analysis showed that the proportion of interlist intrusions de
creased as the ITI increased.
Proactive inhibition dissipates during an extended ITI, perhaps
because the previous experimental items lose strength or are forgotten
during this time.

If forgotten they are unable to interfere with the

retention or recall of the next item.

Hence, if the ITI is long enough,

there should be little or no measurable FI and the probability of recall
across trials should be constant and as high as trial 1.

Accordingly,

the proportion of interlist intrusions declines with an increase in the
ITI.

However, if the previous item is not forgotten during an extended

ITI, then it could proactively interfere with the next experimental item
(Peterson & Gentile, 1965).
The foregoing hypothesis regarding PI dissipation was tested experi
mentally.

A condition in which the presentation of STM trials of WWW tri

grams is spaced by ITIs of 180 sec. should show little or no evidence of
PI from previously presented trigrams.

That is, PI should have dissipated

during the extended unfilled ITI so that the probability of recall remains
constant from trial 1 on, as demonstrated by Loess and Waugh (1967) and in
a pilot study by the present author.

However, if a previously presented

trigram was not forgotten during an extended ITI, then it could proactively

interfere 'with the retention or recall of the next item, and so the
probability of recall across trials should decline.

The previous trigram

was expected not to be forgotten if the subject (8) was required to
actively rehearse it during the ITI.
experimental condition.

This rehearsal constituted another

In addition, similar trigrams constructed from

the same category of words as the critical trigrams were expected to be
equally effective as a source of interference.

In another condition, then

the rehearsal of one of these similar trigrams during the ITI should lead
it to interfere as effectively with the next critical trigram as would the
previously presented trigrasa.
#

In the extended unfilled ITI condition, the previous trigram m y be
rehearsed so that it is not forgotten and hence may interfere with the
next item.

Another condition was employed to control for this potential

source of rehearsal by having 3 engage in an interpolated task which
should prevent rehearsal, but not serve as a source of PI itself.

The

naming of a 3-digit number during the ITI should meet these requirements.
It was assumed that a 3-digit number would not proactively interfere with
the retention or recall of a WWW trigram (Wickens, Boro, & Allen, 1903).
The above interpolated activities, employed during a 180-sec. ITI,
were also used during a shorter one.

A 30-sec. ITI during which S re4
4

mained silent should show only partial PI dissipation, i.e., the proba
bility of recall across trials should decline to a lesser degree than in
a

sec. ITI condition.

A l-sec. ITI should show maximum PI effects,

i.e., the greatest drop in the probability of recall across trials {Loess
& Waugh, 1967).

By using a

30-, and 180-sec. ITI points in the tem

poral course of PI were observed.

Finally, when the experimental session was over S was given an
ordered recall test.

If PI dissipation was the result of the forgetting

of the potentially interfering trigrams, then performance on this test
should correlate negatively with recall performance on the STM trials.
For example, the

sec, ITI condition, from which was expected the worst

performance on the STM trials, should show the best performance on this
recall test.

The reverse was predicted for the 18-sec. unfilled ITI

condition.

Method
Design:

The experiment employed a 2 X 4 factorial design plus one

extra condition.

The exact conditions involved two ITIs of different

length, 30 and 180 sec., and four different interpolated activities,
•which were executed during both of these ITIs (ITI-Activity).

The ITI

was the time between the word "stop" of one trial and "ready" of the
next.

The four different ITI—Activities involved the following pro

cedures.
1.

The 30- and 180-sec. Previous Condition: In that portion of the

30- and 180-sec. ITI, between the word "stop" signalling the end of the
recall period of trigram n-1 and 5 sec. before the word "ready" signalling
the presentation of the next trigram n, S rehearsed this immediately pre
vious trigram, i.e., trigram n-1.
2.

The 30- and 180-sec. Same Category Condition: During that portion

of the ITI (described in #1, above) S rehearsed another WWW trigram which
was constructed from the same one thousand most common 3-letter words as
the experimental trigrams.
employed during the ITI.

The S was not required to recall the trigrams

6

Table 1

Intertrial
Interval

Intertrial
Interval
Activity
180 sec*

30 sec.

Previous
Trigram
Rehearsal

ISO-sec.
Previous
Condition

30-sec.
Previous
Condition

Same
Category
Trigram
Rehearsal

180-sec.
Same
Category
Condition

30-sec.
3m m
Category
Condition

Humber
Trigram
Rehearsal

130-sec.
Humber
Condition

30-sec.
Number
Condition

Rest

180-sec.
Rest
Condition

30-sec.
Rest
Condition

i SBC.

f-aeo*
Condition

7
S.

The 30- and 180-sec. Number Condition: During that portion of

the ITI (described in #1, above) S rehearsed a single 3-digit number,
which he
4.

was not required to recall.
The 30- and 180-sec. Rest Condition: During

the entire ITI, S

sat silently, i.e., he was instructed to make no verbal response during
this interval.
There was a ^-sec. Condition which had a £-see. ITT.

This interval

was the time it took the drum to turn from the word "stop*' to "ready."
No

overt verbal activity was carried out during this interval.

ofthe experimental design is given in Table 1.

A diagram

The retention interval

remained constant at 8 sec. for each condition.
Procedure:

On entering the experimental room, S was instructed to

sit facing the memory drum.

The experimenter (12) then read the instruc

tions which informed S of the task required of him.

A copy of the

instructions is in Appendix A.
A single trial proceeded as follows: First the word "ready" appeared
for 1 sec. followed by three 1-sec. presentations of the critical trigram.
During each 1-sec. presentation, S read each of the three individual
words of the trigram aloud.

Following this, the drum turned five times

each time exposing three colors each of which S tried to name aloud.
After this color naming interval, i.e., retention interval, the word
"recall" appeared for 1 sec. followed by three blank turns of the drum and
terminated by the word "stop."

During this 6-sec. interval, S tried to

recall the critical trigram which was presented immediately before the
color naming began.

At the word "stop*" the drum was stopped if S was in

a 30- or 180-sec. ITI condition.
the required ITI-Activity.

Then during this interval, S performed

For the i-sec. Condition, the drum merely

8
turned to the word "ready" again and a new trial began.

Each turn of the

drum took ,5 sec, and each exposure interval equaled 1 sec.

Summarizing,

in a trial there were three 1-sec, presentations of the trigram, and
8-sec, retention interval, and a 6-sec, recall interval,

A single trial

from the word "ready" to "stop" was 20,5 sec. long.
In the Previous, Same Category, and Number Conditions, the rehearsal
of the ITI-trigram, performed during the 30- or 180-sec. ITI was carried
out by having S say each item of the trigram every .5 sec,, i.e., in time
to each "click" sound produced by the memory drum.

After saying the last

word of the trigram, S was to remain silent for .5 sec. (one click).

Un

fortunately not all Ss followed the instructions explicitly and hence the
rate of saying the trigrams during the ITI varied from one trigram per
1.5 sec. to one per 2.5 sec.

The ITI-trigram remained in view during the

ITI until 5 sec. before the appearance of the "ready" signal at which time
the trigram was removed and S was instructed to stop rehearsing it.

The

ITI-Activity was stopped 5 sec. early in order to get S "set" to name the
next critical trigram.
After completion of the experimental session, S was given an ordered
written recall test.

In this test S was required to write down all of

the critical trigrams he could remember and was to indicate their order
of appearance within the experiment.
Material:

The experiment employed WWW trigrams rather than consonant

trigrams, since PI dissipates more rapidly for the former material accord
ing to pilot data.

The six critical WWW trigrams, each of which 3 attempted

to recall, were constructed from the one thousand most common English words
(Thorndike & Lorge, 1944).
orders.

These six trigrams were presented in two basic

The first order was: OLD ARM SIT, TRY LAW END, BIG RUN ASK,

9
CAN FOR PUT, JOB SAY GET, CUP LOT AGE; the second order was: CUT LOT AGE,
CAN FOR PUT, TRY LAW END, JOB SAY GET, BIG RUN ASK, OLD ARM SIT.

Within

each order, each trigram appeared twice at each serial position (trial 1-6).
In this manner, item difficulty was partly counterbalanced over each
serial position and over the order of appearance between any two adjacent
tri grams •
The following WWW trigrams were used in the 30- and 180-sec. ITI
(ITI-trigrams) of the Same Category Condition:
SAW BED OUT, ACT WAS SON, FEW HOT USE.

CAR DID HOW, OWN WHY ITS,

These tri grams were made from the

same one thousand most common words as the critical trigraras.

The follow

ing ITI-trigrams were used in the 30- and 180-sec. Number Conditions: 689,
295, 732, 804, 417.

Both the WWW and number trigrams were presented

randomly, one per ITI, to S in the Same Category and Number Condition,
respectively.
Apparatus: The material was presented on a Stowe memory drum, which
was also used to time the retention and recall intervals.

The drum was

mounted on a table and surrounded by a thin black plywood board, shield
ing E from S.

A rectangular hole in the shield was used to expose the

ITI-trigrams.

A stopwatch was used to time the ITI.

Subjects:

There were a total of 216 Ss in the experiment with

24 Ss per condition.

The Ss were students in psychology courses, who

volunteered for the experiment for course credit.

Eighteen Ss came from

two upper division psychology courses (Learning and Abnormal Psychology)
and served in the experiment on a strictly voluntary basis.

These Ss

were distributed randomly over the nine different conditions.
The data from the first 8 Ss were discarded from the experiment be
cause of equipment failure which resulted in unequal exposure time of the

different material.

Two Ss were eliminated for failure to follow

instructions and two because they could not name the colors fast enough.

Results
The number and proportion of trigrams recalled on each trial as a
function of the different conditions is given in Table 2.

The to . .1

possible number of correct trigrams on any one trial is 24, the number
of Ss.

Recall performance among the different conditions on trial 1 did

not differ significantly according to Cochran's test, Q(8)*=3.17, p <.05
(Hays, 1963).

This result was expected since the experimental variables

did not begin operating until after the presentation of trial 1.
In order to test the decline in the proportion of recall across
trials a z-test for correlated proportions (McNemar, 1955) was conducted
between trial 1 and the mean of trials 2-6.

The results of this test

did not show a significant drop in recall for the 180-sec. Rest Condition.
Hence, PI from previous STM trials was apparently not operating in this
condition.

However, the drop was significant for the remaining eight

conditions (z«3.43 to -1.67).

All these significant drops indicate that

PI was apparently operating in these eight conditions of the present
experiment.
An analysis of variance was performed on the eight experimental
groups and was based on the total number of trigrams 3 recalled on the
last 5 trials (trials 2-6).

In this analysis the M3 error was partitioned

from the experimental groups only and not from the

sec. Group.

The

results of this analysis showed that recall performance in the 30-sec. ITI
did not differ significantly from that in the 180-sec. ITI.

This fact
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TABLE 2
Number and Proportion of Correct Trigraias on Each
Trial for the Different Experimental Conditions
4-sec. Intertrial
Interval Activity

Trial Number
4
3

5

6

r

(.25)

6
(.25)

5

6

14
(.58)

10
(.42)

14
(.58)

S
(.38)

15
(.83)

12
(.50)

9
(.38)

10
(.42)

6
(.25)

10
(.42)

11
(.46)

10
(.42)

18
(.79)

5
(.21)

c
(.38)

12
(.50)

9
(.38)

12
(.50)

1

2

5

6

Rest

18
(.75)

12
(.50)

11
(.46)

15
(.63)

14
(.58)

Number
Trigram

17
(.71)

10
(.42)

11
(.45)

9
(.38)

9
(.38)

12
(.50)

Previous
Trigram

13
(.75)

12
(.50)

8
(.33)

12
(.50)

6
(.25)

11
(.46)

Same Category
Trigrara

17
(.71)

6
(.25)

8
(.33)

8
(.33)

11
(.46)

12
(.50)

1

2

*%•*

(.88)

11
(.46)

1

2

Rest

18
(.75)

12
(.50)

9
(.38)

Number
Trigram

17
(.71)

12
(.50)

Previous
Trigram

17
(.71)

Same Category
Trigram

4-sec.
Condition

30-sec. Intertrial
Interval Activity

180-sec. Intertrial
Interval Activity

& X

6
(.25)

o
(.33)

Trial Number
3
4

Trial Number
3
4

16
(.67)
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can bee seen in Fig. 1, -which shows the proportion of trigrams recalled
on each trial as a function of the ITI.
The Activity performed during the ITI (ITI-Activity) had a significant
effect on recall performance, F(3, 184)=*3.04, p <.05.

This fact can be

seen in Fig. 2, which shows the proportion of trigrams recalled on each
trial as a function of the ITI-Activity.
action was not significant.
given in Table 3.

The ITI X ITI—Activity inter

A summary of the analysis of variance is

Since the 30-sec. and 180-sec. ITIs did not differ

significantly from one another, they were averaged together across tiials
within their respective ITI-Activity conditions.
seen in Fig. 2.

This averaging can be

Duncan's New Multiple Range Test (Edwards, 1963) was used

to examine the difference among means based on trials 2-6 for the differ
ent ITI-Activity conditions.

The results of this test showed that the

Number, Previous, and Same Category Conditions did not differ significantly
from one another, nor did the Rest Condition differ significantly from
the Number Condition.

Performance of the Rest Condition was significantly

better (p<.05) than performance of the Previous and Same Category
Conditions, however.
other analysis of variance was performed which included the
Condition.

sec.

Thus, here the M3 error was based on the eight experimental

conditions plus the single f— sec. Condition.

This analysis showed that

the performance of the J— sec. Condition, based on the total of trials
2-6, was significantly worse than the mean performance of the eight
experimental conditions, F(l, 207)»5.40, p<.025.

A summary of this

analysis of variance is given in Table 4.
Using the M3 error from this analysis, Dunnett's t-test (Winer, 1962)
was used to determine whether the mean recall on trials 2-6 of the 4-sec.
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Table 3
Analysis of Variance of the Total Number of
Correct Trigrams on Trials 2-5 of the
k a jl v

Source

d.f.

&.S.

F

3.04*

ITI-Activity

3

5.14

ITI

1

.04

< 1

ITI-Activity X ITI

3

.85

<1

184

X.69

Error
*P<.05

Table 4
Analysis of Variance of the Total Number of Correct Trigraras
on Trials 2-5 of the Eight Experimental Conditions

Source

d.f.

M.S.

F

-J— sec. Cond. vs.
all others

1

9.34

5.40**

ITI-Activity

3

5.14

2.97*

ITI

1

.04

< 1

ITI-Activity X ITI

O

.86

<1

207

1.73

Error

*P <.05
**p< .025
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Fig.l. The proportion of tri grams recalled on each
trial as a function of the intertrial interval.
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Fig. 2. The proportion of trigrams recalled on each
as a function of the intertrial internal activity.
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Condition was significantly worse than the performance of each of the
eight experimental conditions.

The results of the test showed that the

-^-sec. Group performed significantly worse than the 30— sec. Rest, t(207)»
2.41, p < .05; and the 180— sec. Rest, t(207)**3.40, p <.01, Conditions.
Hence, recall performance as a function of the |f-sec* ITI was significantly
worse than performance of the 30-sec. or 180-sec. unfilled ITI of the
Rest Conditions.

There was no significant difference between the ^-sec.

Condition and any of the other experimental conditions.
Also of interest are the different types of errors that were made in
recalling a trigram.

These errors were categorized into those of ommls-

sions, transpositions, and intrusions.

A single omraission occurs when S

fails to respond with any one of the three words composing the trigram and
when no incorrect word is substituted in place of the ammission.

Hence,

if S fails to respond entirely during the recall interval, he has made
3 errors of ommission.

A transposition occurred when the words composing

the trigrams were not recalled in their proper serial order (Murdock & vcm
Saal, 1967).

In addition, transposition errors can be made in conjunction

with other errors.

For example, in the trigram ABX (where X is an ommis-

sion or intrusion) the transpositions are AXB, BAX, BXA, XAB, and XBA.

Here

the error X was substituted in place of the correct word (C) in the trigram
ABC.

Transposition errors can also be made when only one of the three

words of the trigram is recalled.
Errors of intrusion were classified into color, extralist, and inter
list intrusions.

Color intrusions refer to 8 responding at recall with

a color, which was recited during the retention interval, in place of one
of the three words composing the trigram.

Extralist intrusions are words

occurring at recall which have not been presented to S previously in the

17
experiment•

The words "ready" and "stop" were also counted

as intrusions.

Out of a total of 1224 different errors, only 8 were due to the words
"ready" or "stop" intruding at recall.

Interlist intrusions are items

which have been presented on a previous STM trial (previous-trigram
intrusions) or were rehearsed during the ITI (ITI-trigram intrusions).

A

single word intruding at recall was counted as one intrusions; two words
as two; and the whole trigram as three.
The number and proportion of the different types of errors as a
function of the different conditions is presented in Table 5.

In the far

left column, ommission errors range in proportion from .30 in the 30-sec.
Rest Condition to .63 in the 180-sec. Rest Condition.

Errors of transpo

sition ranged in proportion from .06 in the 30-sec. Number and 180-sec.
Rest Condition to .16 in the 180-sec. Number Condition.

Color intrusions

ranged from .01 in the 180-sec. Same Category Condition to .10 in the
180-sec. Number Condition.

Extralist intrusions ranged from .02 in the

30-sec. Same Category Condition to .11 in the 30-sec. Rest Condition.

The

two extreme right columns of Table 5 give the source of the interlist
intrusions.

The greatest proportion of the interlist intrusions occurred

in the ^--sec. Condition while the least occurred in the 180-sec. Rest
Condition.
intrusions.

Across all nine conditions there were 320 previous-trigram
Sixty-eight percent of these were from the immediately

preceding trigram, 20% from the second preceding trigram, and 7% from the
third preceding trigram.

There was a total of 83 ITI-trigram intrusions

in three experimental conditions.

Ninety-four percent of these appeared

in the ITI, which immediately preceded the recall of the trigram in which
the intrusion occurred and 5% occurred on the second ITI preceding the
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Table 5
Number and Proportion of Different Types of Errors

Intrusions
|--sec. ITI
Activity

iV-sec.
Condition

Qnmis-| Transpo- Colors Extra Stop,
sions 1 sitions
Heady
list
51
(.34)

15
(.10)

8
(.05)

6
(.04)

3
(.02)

Previous
ITI
Trigram Tri gram
6
(.44)

Intrusions
30-sec. ITI
Activity

Gunis-I Transpo Colors Extra- Stop,
Ready
sions | sitions
list

Previous
ITI
Trigram Tri gram

Rest

32
(.30)

14
(.13)

8
(.07)

11
(.10)

1
(.01)

41
(.38)

Number
Trigram

73
(.55)

8
(.06)

7
(.05)

5
(.03)

2
(.02)

38
(.29)

Previous
Trigram

82
(.49)

15
(.09)

8
(.05)

4
(.02)

Same Cat.
Trigram

74
(.47)

11
(.07)

9
(.06)

3
(.02)

57*
(.34)
35
(.22)

27
(.17)

Intrusions
180-sec. ITI
Omis
Activity
sions

ITI
Transpo Colors Extra Stop, Previous
Roady _Trigram Trigram
sitions
list

Rest

60
(.63)

6
(.06)

4
(.04)

8
(.08)

Number
Trigram

58
(.43)

21
(.16)

13
(.10)

7
(.05)

Previous
Trigram

78
(.58)

10
(.07)

4
(.03)

8
(.06)

Same Cat.
Trigram

63
(.43)

16
(.11)

2
(.01)

10
(.07)

18
(.19)
2
(.01)

23
(.17)

10
(.07)

35*
(.26)

a
(.06)

46
(.32)

♦The interlist intrusions could have come from the previous
trigram or ITI-trigram.
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trigram.

Thus, the proportion of interlist intrusions decreased with an

increase in the distance between the source of the intrusion and recall.
Over all nine conditions, the range of errors of transposition, color,
and extralist intrusions was small.

Of these three types of errors, the

largest range (.10) occurred for errors of transposition.

In addition,

these three types of errors did not seem to change in an orderly manner
as a function of the different conditions.

In addition, the author was

not able to interpret the changes that did occur.
Errors of ommission and interlist intrusions, on the other hand, do
vary as a function of the experimental conditions.

These errors change

in an orderly manner as a function of the ITI within an ITI-Activity
condition.

Table 6 gives the change in the proportion of the previous-

trigram intrusions, ITI-trigram intrusions, and ommissions as the ITI
increased from 30 to 180 sec.

This table shows the range of change of

these errors and their z-scores with an increase in the ITI.

The z-score

was used to determine if the change in the proportion of these errors was
significant.
table.

Errors from the ^-sec. Condition are not given in this

It can be seen from Table 6 that as the ITI increased the proportion

of previous-trigram intrusions decreased significantly for three of the
four different ITI-Activity conditions.

The ITI-trigram intrusions, on the

other hand, increased significantly as the ITI increased for both the
Number and Same Category Condition.
so orderly.

Errors of emission do not seam to be

Ommissions increased significantly as a function of an in

crease in the ITI for the Rest Condition only, and decreased significantly
for the Number Condition only.

(It was not possible to delineate the

source of the interlist intrusions in the Previous Condition, since these
items occurred both on previous STM trials and in previous ITIs.

Accordingly,
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Table 8
Changes in the Porportion of Some of the Different Types

Previous—
Trigram
Intrusions

ITIActivity

ITITrigrara
Intrusions

decrease
.38-.19
z=3.43

Rest

Number
Trigrara

decrease
.29-.17
2=2.20

Previous
Trigram

increase
.30-.63
z**-4.71
increase
0— 07
3.03
decrease*
.34— 26
2=1.50

Same Category
Trigram

decrease
.22— 06
z**3.41

Qmniiss ions

increase
.17— 32
s=-3.05

decrease
.55— 43
z=1.90
increase
.49-.56
z=-1.56
decrease
.47-.43
z*=.70

♦The interlist intrusions could have come from the
previous trigram or ITI-trigram.
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in Table 5 and 6 the interlist intrusions in the Previous Condition are
placed in between the column designated for previous-trigram intrusions
and the column for ITI-trigram intrusions.)
The results of the ordered recall test given at the end of the
experiment did not show the expected inverse relation between performance
on this test and performance on the STM trials.

The number of trigrams

recalled (regardless of order of appearance) out of 144 for the different
conditions was as follows: 14 for the ^-sec. Condition; 27 and 37 for the
30-sec. and 180-sec. Rest Conditions, respectively; 14 for both the
30-sec. and 180-sec. Number Conditions; 31 and 44 for the 30-sec. and
180-sec. Previous Conditions, respectively; and 17 and 19 for the 30-sec.
and 180-sec. Same Category Conditions, respectively.

Discussion
Recall data:

The recall data showed that there was a significant

drop in the proportion of recall across trials for every condition except
the 180-sec. Rest Condition.

This drop in recall across trials agrees

with the findings of other investigators (Keppel & Underwood, 1962; Loess,
1964) and is apparently the result of previously presented trigrams pro
actively interfering with the retention or recall of the present trigram.
Recall per f rrmance as a function of the 30-sec. or 180-sec. ITI did
not differ significantly, but did differ as a function of the ITI-Activity.
The mean recall performance on trials 2-6 of the Rest Condition was sig
nificantly better than that of the Previous and Same Category Conditions,
but not better than that of the Number Condition.

The Number, Previous,

and Same Category Conditions, on the other hand, did not differ from one

another.

Moreover, the mean recall performance of the -J--sec. Condition

was not different from that of the above three conditions, but was sig
nificantly worse than that of the Rest Condition.
The number of trigrams recalled in each condition at the end of the
experiment -was not negatively correlated with recall performance on the
STM trials.
introduction.

This finding does not support the hypothesis proposed in the
According to this hypothesis, PI dissipated during an

extended ITI because potentially interfering items are assumed to be for
gotten during this interval.

According to Peterson and Gentile (1965), it

is not readily apparent why the previous trigram should be forgotten.
They believe that if the ITI-*iaterial acts retroactively on the previous
trigram, then this same material could also act proactively on the next
one.

If earlier trigrams act proactively on the potentially interfering

trigram, then they may also act proactively on the present one.
the amount of interference remains relatively constant.

Hence,

A final interpre

tation is that the potentially interfering trigram decays during the ITI.
However, if the trigrams are forgotten, then they should no longer serve
as a source of interference.

Consequently, the number of trigrams re

called at the end of the experiment should have correlated negatively with
recall performance on the STM trials.

This was not the case, however.

The 180-sec. Rest Group, for example, which gave the best recall performance
on the STM trials, performed next to the best on the recall test at the end
of the experiment.

The -§-sec. Group, which had the lowest recall perfornt-

ance on the STM trials, also performed among the lowest on the recall test.
It seems apparent then, that PI dissipation in an STM situation may
not be a function of the forgetting of the potentially interfering items.
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Rather a different explanation, stating that increased differentiation
between trigrams leads to better recall, is proposed to more adequately
account for the results of the present experiment.

Underwood (1945)

stated the differentiation hypothesis in order to account for a change in
the frequency of interlist intrusions as a function of the degree and
temporal position of interpolated learning.

Differentiation refers to

"knowing" the list membership of a response at recall.
Differentiation among verbal responses in an STM situation may be due
to some of the same response characteristics that affect differentiation
in long-term memory.

For example, the greater the difference in strength

between competing responses, the easier they are differentiated from one
another (Underwood, 1945; Archer & Underwood, 1951),

A long interval of

time between the learning of two lists also leads to greater differentia
tion between them (Archer & Underwood, 1951).

Differentiation as a

function of time may also be due to the difference in the response strength
between two lists.

That is, first list responses may have become relatively

weak by the time second list responses are learned.

The difference in

response strength between them may have led to greater differentiation.
Similarly then, a long interval between STM trials may make differentiation
effective enough to allow 3 to reject the incorrect trigram in sufficient
time for the correct trigram to be given during the recall interval.
a result, recall performance improves.

As

Furthermore, differentiation may

also be a function of the category of the items (Loess, 1967; Loess, 1968).
The methodology used in the ^-sec. Condition, 30-sec. and 180-sec.
Rest Conditions conforms most closely to that of the 0—sec., 30-sec., and
180—sec. ITI conditions used in the experiment of Loess and Waugh (1967).
Their results showed that the drop in the proportion of recall between trials
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became lass and less as the ITX increased.
replicated these findings.

The present experiment

As the ITI increased from i sec. to 30 sec.

or 180 sec. of the Rest Condition, the drop in recall between trials
declined.

Even though the 30-sec. and 180-sec. ITI did not differ sig

nificantly, the decline in the 180-sec. ITI was less than that of the
30-sec. ITI.

In the 30-sec. and 180-sec. Rest Condition, the only

apparent source of PI was from previous STM trials.

The Number, Previous,

and Same Category Conditions, on the other hand, had an extra source of
PI; the ITI—Activity.

It was assumed that as the duration of the ITI-

Activity increases, its effectiveness as a source of PI also Increases.
Murdock (1961) showed that increasing to a certain extent the number of
words S recites before the presentation of the word to be recalled, de
creases the probability of its recall.

In other words, PI increased as

the number of words preceding the critical word also increasedr within
limits.

Thus, in the Number, Previous, and Same Category Conditions as

the ITI increases from 30 to 180 sec. the two types of PI are also
changing, but in opposite directions.

The PI from STM trials is dissi

pating while the PI from the ITI-Activity is increasing.
Consequently, as the ITI increased from the §-sec. Condition to
30 sec. or 180 sec. of the Rest Condition, S was apparently better able
to differentiate the previous trigrams from the present one.
recall performance improved.

As a result,

Even though performance did not improve sig

nificantly with a lengthening of the ITI in the Rest Condition, differenti
ation may still have become greater according to evidence based on a
change in the number of previous-trigram intrusions and oramissions.

How

ever, when an ITI-Activity was introduced, whose interfering effects are
assumed to increase with time, S had to differentiate between the previously
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presented trigrams, the ITI-tri grams, and the one to be recalled.

Sub

sequently, reaall in these conditions 'was worse than in the Rest Condition
•which had no ITI-Activity.

The lack of a significant difference between

the A— sec. Condition and the Number, Previous, and Same Category Conditions
was probably the result of the short interval between the presentation of
one trigram and the next, which led to very little difference in relative
response strength.

The probable consequence was that Ss here had great

difficulty in differentiating the previous trigrams from the present one.
The lack of a significant difference between the Rest Condition and
the Number Condition could have been a function of the fact that naming
number trigrams during the ITI did not result in a great deal of PI.
fact, no numbers intruded in the 180-sec. Number Condition.

In

It has been

shown that numbers do not proactively interfere with consonant trigrams in
an STM situation (Wickens, et. al^ 1963).

What is confusing, however, is

that the Number Condition did not differ from the Previous and Same Cate
gory Conditions.

This was not expected, if numbers were assumed not to

proactively interfere with WWW trigrams.
Error data:

The interlist intrusions and ommissions are most relevant

to the differentiation explanation.

Interlist intrusions are words pre- .

sented previously in the experiment, which intrude at recall of the present
trigram.

These interlist intrusions came from previous STM trials

(previous-trigram intrusions) and from previous ITI-Activity (ITI-trigram
intrusions).

As stated before, differentiation allowed S to reject the

previous trigram in sufficient time for the correct one to be given.

This

withholding of the previous trigram was reflected by (a) the decrease in
the number of previous-trigram intrusions as the ITI increased from the
sec. Condition to 30-sec. and then to 180-sec. of the Rest Condition, and
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(b) by the finding that the majority of previous-trigram intrusions came
from the trigram immediately preceding the one to be recalled.

There

was also a significant decrease in the proportion of these intrusions with
an increase in the ITI for the Nuraber and Same Category Conditions.

The

increased time to find the correct trigram was reflected by the improved
recall performance in going from the -|-sec. Condition to the 30-sec. or
180-sec. Rest Condition.

The lack of significantly improved perfoimance

in going from the 30-sec. to the 180-sec. ITI could have been due to the
fact that even though the previous-trigram was rejected, the 6—sec. recall
interval may not have been sufficiently long for 3 to given the correct
trigram.

However, differentiation was still reflected by the decrease in

the frequency of previous-trigram intrusions and the increase in ommissions as the ITI increased in the Rest Condition.

Qramission errors were

taken as evidence that S was unable to respond with the correct trigram
before the end of the recall interval.

The fact that there was a sig

nificant decrease (rather than increase) in the proportion of ommissions
with an increase in the ITI in the Number Condition could have been the
result of the increase in the ITI-trigram intrusions,which blocked the
possible increase in ommissions•

If the present experiment had employed

a longer recall interval which would allow 3 more time to respond with
the correct trigram, recall performance in the 30- and 180-sec. ITI may
have differed significantly from one another.
Although the proportion of previous-trigram intrusions decreased with
an increase in the ITI, the proportion of ITI-trigram intrusions increased
significantly in both the Number and Same Category Conditions.

It could be

that 3 ha i developed a "set" to keep responding with the ITI-trigram at
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recall.

The longer the time spent at the ITI-Activity, the greater the

"set" to keep responding with this material.

Accordingly, there were more

ITI-trigram intrusions during the 180-sec. Number and 180-sec. Same Cate
gory Conditions than in their 30-sec. counterparts.
There were fewer ITI-trigram and more previous-trigram intrusions in
the 30-sec. and 180-sec. Number Conditions than in the 30-sec. and 180-sec.
Same Category Conditions, respectively.

The ITI-Activity in the Number

Condition consisted of naming a single number trigram, while that in the
Same Category Condition consisted of naming another WWW trigram.

Thus, it

appears that the greater the similarity between trigrams, the less S is
able to differentiate between them and hence the greater the amount of
ITI-trigram intrusions in the Same Category Condition.

Support for this

notion comes from two STM experiments by Loess (1967, 1968).

In these

experiments, STM trials of trigrams from one taxonomic category were
followed by trigrams from another category.

An error analysis showed that

more of the previous-trigram intrusions were from the same category as the
trigram to be recalled; and less of the intrusions were from a different
category.

In addition, it could have been that as the number of repeti

tions on the ITI-trigram increased, the previous critical trigrams became
less available.

This decrease in availability and the difficulty of

differentiating between the critical trigram and ITI-trigrams may have led
to this lower proportion of previous-trigram intrusions in the 30-sec. and
180-sec. Same Category Conditions.
In the discussion of the interlist intrusions, so far no mention has
been made of the Previous Condition.

It was not possible to determine

whether the interlist intrusions occurring in this condition were a result
of the trigrams appearing on previous STM trials or during the ITI.

The
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interlist intrusions occurring in the Previous Condition can be conceived
as having two sources: previous-trigram intrusions which decrease in
frequency, and ITI-trigram intrusions which increase with a lengthening of
the ITI.

Thus, the frequency of both types of intrusions may have changed,

but tn opposite directions and hence cancelled one another out.

Con

sequently, the change in the proportion of interlist intrusions was not
significant in the Previous Condition.
The present author was unable to fit transposition, color, and extra
list intrusions into the differentiation explanation.

The definition of

various errors of transpositions was obtained from a study by ^ r d o c k and
vom Saal (1967).

The mean proportion of transpositions obtained in their

experiment was .066 as compared to .094 from all nine conditions in the
present study.

Thus, there is a fair amount of agreement regarding the

mean proportion of transpositions between these two experiments.

The mean

proportion of transpositions derived from the ^-sec. Condition, 30-sec.
and 180-sec. Rest Conditions was .096.

For the corresponding ITIs (0, 30,

180 sec.) in the Loess and Waugh (1967) study, the mean proportion of
transpositions was .26.

This proportion is almost three times as high as

the one obtained in the present study.

Since Loess and Waugh did not

report how they defined a transposition nor the absolute number, it was
not possible to determine the reason for the discrepancy.

According to

Murdock and vom Saal, transpositions occur in storage, i.e., during the
retention interval.

It could be that a trigram is coded in three separate

chunks and that a transposition is confusion regarding the order of the
individual chunks.
An STM trial of the present experiment, can be cast into a retroactive
inhibition paradigm.

That is, color naming could retroactively interfere
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with the retention or recall of a trigram*

One factor known to be

responsible for retroactive inhibition, is generalized response competi
tion between original learning (trigrams) and interpolated learning (color
naming)*

Generalized response competition can be viewed as a "set" to

keep responding with the material presented last; colors in the present
experiment.

The colors which intruded at recall in the present experiment

are taken as evidence for generalized response competition.

Thus, color

naming does retroactively interfere with a WWW trigram and apparently is
not merely a method of preventing rehearsal.
Extralist intrusions are words occurring at recall which had not
been presented to S previously in the experiment.

Loess and Waugh (1967)

found a mean proportion of .097 extralist intrusions from their 0-, 30-,
and 180-sec. ITI conditions.

In the present experiment, the mean pro

portion of extralist intrusions from the
180-sec. Rest Conditions was .073.

sec. Condition, 30-sec. and

Hence, the proportion of these types

of intrusions was very similar in the two experiments,

In addition, they

found an increase in the proportion of extralist intrusions with an in
crease in the ITI.

This change did not occur in the present experiment

when the ITI increased from 30 sec. to 180 sec. in the Rest Condition.
However, as the ITI increased in the Number, Previous, and Same Category
Conditions there was a small corresponding increase in the proportion
of extralist intrusions.
Finally, as Keppel and Underwood (1962) stated, a critical issue is
whether short- and long-term memory require different explanatory principles.
If different principles are required, it may be that these are two
distinct memory systems.

However, if principles derived from experiments

on long-term memory can be used to interpret the results of STM experiments.
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then postulating a dichotomous memory system is unwarranted.

Melton (1963)

presents evidence where the same principles may be used to explain both
the results of short- and long-term memory experiments.

The use of the

differentiation concept, which was derived from studies on long-term
memory, to help explain the results of the present STM experiment is
further evidence that there is no dichotomy between short- and long-term
memory and that the same behavior principles may be applied to both of
them.

In fact, it could possibly be that differentiation is one of the

main factors responsible for the retention or recall of verbal material.
The better the critical items are differentiated from natural language
associations, the easier they are recalled.

However, as the differences

between the items and the natural language associations become smaller,
then the items are harder to recall and hence forgetting occurs.
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Summary

In order to test the hypothesis that PI dissipation in STM is due
to the forgetting of potentially interfering items different groups of
Ss performed four different activities during a 30- or 180-sec, ITI.
Each condition, except the 180—sec. Rest, showed that PI was operating
across trials.

Anaanalysis of variance indicated that the length of

the ITI (30 or 180 sec.) was not significant, but that the ITI-Activity
was.

Specifically, the Number, Previous, and Same Category Conditions

did not differ significantly.from one another.

Performance of the Rest

Condition, however, was superior to that of the Previous and Same Category
Conditions.

The errors made at recall were categorized into omissions,

transpositions, and intrusions.

Previous-trigram intrusions decreased

and ITI-trigram intrusions increased as the length of the ITI increased.
The original hypothesis was not supported.

Instead a differentiation

explanation was invoked to more adequately account for the recall and
error data.

According to this notion, as the length of the ITI increases,

it is easier to differentiate previous trigrams from the present one.
Increased differentiation results in improved recall performance and a
decrease in previous-trigram intrusions due to "knowing" the previous
items were incorrect and hence withholding them at recall.
The experimaital results provide evidence for a single memory
system rather than a dichotomy between short- and long-term memory.

This

conclusion was based on the use of the differentiation concept, which was
derived from studies on long-term memory, to help explain the results of
the present STM experiment.
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Appendix A

Instructions
(Only those sentences enclosed in quotation marks were read to S.
The S was instructed to sit comfortably in the chair facing the memory
drum.

When the instructions began the word READY was exposed in the drum

window.)
"This is an experiment in short-term memory.

I am interested in see

ing how well you can remember a set of 3 words, so please do your best.
And listen to the instructions very carefully.
"First in the drum window the word HEADY will appear informing you
that a set of 3 words will follow.

These 3 words will appear three times

for the same length of time as the following 3 asterisks are shown.

(At

this time the drum turned thrice, each time exposing 3 asterisks where the
words should be and stopping at the first set of 3 colors of the reten
tion interval.) As the words appear, in place of the asterisks, pronounce
each one of them aloud in the time allotted and do not lag behind.

Follows

ing the words, a group of colors will appear which you are to name aloud.
Three colors will appear at one time.
the colors.

I now want you to practice naming

Please begin with the 3 colors which are now present and keep

naming colors as long as they are in view.

(After S had named the first

3 colors, the drum was turned on exposing the next 4 sets of colors, each
of which S tried to name aloud.

At the last set of colors the drum was

stopped and turned back in order to expose the first set of colors again.)
Please name the colors once more.

(The drum was turned on, again exposing

the colors and stopped at the word RECALL.)

After this color naming inter

val, the word RECALL appears, which is your cue to recall the 3 words, in

3U
the same order in which they were presented immediately before the color
naming began.

You are encouraged to guess at the 3 words if you feel you

have forgotten them.
record it.

Be sure to say your answer aloud so that I can

You will be given 6 seconds to recall the 3 words.

end of that time the word STOP will appear.
sentence, the drum was turned on.

At the

(While reading this last

Three blank spaces were exposed and

then the drum was turned off at the word STOP.)

An answer given after

STOP will be counted as an error."
(Next depending on the experimental condition, the instructions read
as follows.)
1.

^-sec. Condition: "Immediately after STOP, the word HEADY will

again appear informing you that a new set of 3 words is to follow."
2.

30- and 180-sec. Rest Condition: "Immediately after STOP, the

drum will be turned off for 30 seconds (3 minutes).
are to sit silently.
3.

During this time you

Before turning the drum back on I will say READY."

30- and 180-sec. Previous Condition: "Immediately after STOP, the

3 words you just tried to recall will appear in this slot.
the shield, is situated just above the memory drum.)

(The slot, in

Read these 3 words

off aloud in time to the clicking of the drum you are now hearing.

(The

drum motor was turned on at this time and omitted a clicking sound.)

That

is, say them at this rate: da, da, da, (pause) da, da, da (E said da, etc.
in time to the clicking of the drum).

Then a few seconds before the be

ginning of the next presentation, I will say: stop naming, ready.

Remem

ber at the word RECALL, be sure to recall only the 3 words which were pre
sented on the drum immediately before the color naming began.
never have to recall the 3 words which appeared in this slot."

You will
(Referring
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to the slot in the plywood shield, 'which exposed the ITI-tri grams.)
4.
follow.)
5.

30- and 180-sec, Same Category Conditions (The same instructions
"Immediately after STOP, 3 new words will appear in this slot."
30- and 180-sec. Number Conditions (The same instructions as in

#3 were used except that the first sentence was changed to read as follows.)
"Immediately after STOP, 3 numbers will appear in this slot."

(In reading

#3, "numbers" were read in place of "words.")
(Then, regardless of the experimental conditions the instructions were
all read the same as follows.)

"With the word HEADY, the whole procedure

begins over again and it will be repeated a number of times during the
present session.

New, repeat the instructions back to me so that I can

see if you understand them."

(The E restated the appropriate parts of

the instructions in order to clarify any problems S may have had.)
(After the experiment was over the instructions were read as follows.)
"Please write down all of the sets of 3 words you can remember which wore
presented in the experiment and indicate their order of appearance."

